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Summer
Welcome
Dear Clients and Friends,
While summer is usually a time of rest and relaxation, we’re busier than ever – and
it’s great! We’re delighted to have our staff working in the office again and even more
excited to welcome our clients back for regular, in-person meetings. It’s good to be
back at full-strength.
There are several big changes we need to share with you. First, we welcomed a new
staff member, Angie Fitzgerald, to the team in mid-May. Angie is our new Client
Services and Office Coordinator. You’ll see her at the front desk when you visit and
speak to her when you call. Learn more about Angie and find out about Nicole’s new
position with us on page 10.

Blind Spots
Writ ten by L ee Sto er zinger, CFP®

here’s something about the financial services

them and they definitely apply to investing. Blind spots can

industry I have found very interesting over the

be categorized in many ways including biases, emotional

years. It’s the narrative that investing is easy to do

behaviors, confidence factors or just rationalizations. It’s one

on your own. As it goes, you can either invest your money on

thing to invest the money, but it’s entirely different to see

your own behalf or you can pay someone else to do it for you,

how we react to fluctuations with those funds in the markets

thereby incurring extra costs. According to this narrative,

over time. It’s amazing how little the idea of our own biases

these are the two choices. Well, as you may have guessed, we

is discussed as it relates to investing (outside of academia

have some thoughts on that.

and the behavioral sciences), especially since our human
reactions can have such a large contribution to investment

First, we agree that having investments and knowing how

results over time.

they are managed is extremely important for long-term

Next, we’re making some changes to the office to accommodate our growth. We’ve
acquired the office space on the second floor and are making some updates throughout
the building. See page 11 for more information on this project.

success. This includes understanding cost, tax management,

Think about this: why do professional athletes have coaches

diversification, etc. However, we also know this is just one

even though they are the best in the world at what they do?

part of a bigger picture — the financial plan — which includes

Why do musicians have teachers or high-level executives

As always, we’re working hard to provide you with the best information and strategies
so you can reach your financial goals. In this issue our team shares insights regarding
the misconceptions of investing on your own (page 3), the considerations surrounding
HSAs and Medicare (page 4), tips for families with graduating seniors (page 8) and more.

time frame, risk tolerance, legacy, and all the other things

have mentors? Because they all know they need someone

which make up wealth management. Dare I say that in

to help them sort through their blind spots so they can

reality, it is the plan that guides, not the investments, as they

grow and improve more than if they were to go it alone.

should be working quietly in the background. Without this

And so it goes with investments. With so many complexities

Finally, we are planning for the return of our in-person client party in November! See
pages 14-15 for information about our 2021 charitable partner, Global Seed Planters,
and details regarding our November event.

understanding, there can be all sorts of issues that arise. I

in investment management, working with an experienced

digress. Let’s get to the main point of the story.

partner can make a significant difference in long-term

Enjoy your summer!

So for the sake of discussion, let’s just say the only thing that

Instead, it’s about having a team of people to develop a long-

matters is investing. Forget about financial planning for the

term plan with you and then work with you every step of the

moment. Why not just do the investing on your own? After

way, managing your blind spots and keeping you on track. It

all, it’s so easy to do. Just go online, set up an account and

might not fit the narrative that sells media spots, but I would

away you go. Here’s why not — blind spots. We all have

bet for it every time.

All my best,

Lee Stoerzinger,

CFP®

success. It’s not about paying or not paying someone.

President

Investing involves risk. No investment strategy can guarantee positive results. Loss, including loss of principal, may occur.
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The
Tangled
Web of
HSAs and
Medicare
By A ndrew Roth, Financial Advisor
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hile our company does not manage

Medicare enrollment will disqualify you from

Health Savings Accounts (HSAs), we

contributing to your HSA.

do get questions about how they can
fit into a financial plan and specifically, how they

Another wrinkle in the equation is Social Security

can be part of a healthcare strategy for those who

enrollment. If you are 65 or older and you elect

retire with a Health Savings Account.

Social Security benefits, you are required to enroll
in Medicare Part A and/or Part B. In the scenario

As a brief primer, HSAs act as tax-advantaged

of applying for Social Security at age 65, Medicare

savings vehicles for individuals covered under high-

Part A enrollment is applied six months retroactive,

deductible health plans (HDHPs) allowing them to

meaning that any HSA contributions made during

save money for qualified medical expenses. Instead

this period need to be backed-out or account

of having a health insurance policy with a low

holders are penalized. Individuals 70 and older

deductible and a high premium payment, you get

cannot contribute to HSAs.

a policy with a high deductible and a low premium,
allowing the money saved by that lower premium
to be put into the HSA to cover future deductibles
and other qualified expenses.
In the last decade, several institutions have
made it easier to invest inside of HSA accounts,

HSAs can be powerful tools to
accumulate funds intended for
medical expenses.

transforming them from a pure “savings” vehicle
into more of an investment and accumulation

What should we make of all of this? It is important

tool intended to cover anticipated future medical

to think ahead about your retirement strategy

expenses. For reference, HSA contribution limits in

as it relates to healthcare. HSAs can be powerful

the year 2021 are $3,600 for individuals and $7,200

tools to accumulate funds intended for medical

for family accounts with “catch up” contributions

expenses. High-deductible health plans however,

available to those over 55.

usually work best for people who are healthy and
also plan on staying that way. Once people start

There is a common misconception that once you

needing more involved procedures or expensive

turn 65, you can no longer contribute to an HSA.

drugs and therapies, Medicare may be the better

This is not entirely true. HSA qualification focuses

route. It’s also important to be aware of how

on Medicare enrollment—if you are enrolled in

Medicare enrollment and HSA contributions affect

any part of Medicare, you can no longer make

each other so there are no unpleasant surprises.

HSA contributions (existing HSA balances are

Finally, there are circumstances where one spouse

unaffected). If you turn 65 and are still covered by

is enrolled in an employer plan with an HSA,

an employer insurance plan that has 20 or more

while the other spouse elects Social Security and

participants, you may stay on that employer plan

Medicare. Because HSAs are individual accounts,

(delaying Medicare). And if that plan is a high

these spousal scenarios can have various outcomes

deductible plan with an associated HSA, you can

on eligibility.

continue making HSA contributions. If your goal
is to continue making your HSA contributions in

Healthcare is a major consideration in financial

this scenario, it is important to also avoid enrolling

planning and we’re happy to provide our advice and

in Medicare Part A (which is free), because any

expertise when it’s time to help.
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So where am I going with this? I simply wish to say that
often in business and in life, taking a holistic approach to
relationships with people can prove to be invaluable. The
Mayo Clinic’s offering is technically some of the most involved

Writ ten by L ee Sto er zinger, CFP®

service in existence. One may say the reason their services are
so good is because their medical care is top notch. I would say
just the opposite, and that the reason their medical care is so

few months ago, I went down to the Mayo Clinic in

Anyone who has spent time at the Mayo Clinic knows there

good is because their level of care for the whole person is so

Rochester, Minnesota for something called their

are some very sick people there from all around the world.

high. Everything else follows that.

Executive Physical program. I have been doing this

It’s also a very large campus with people moving everywhere.

for many years and it is very interesting. You spend several

Yet even with the seriousness of the institution and the

days moving through tests from morning until evening —

constant flurry of activity, you are made to feel welcome and

everything from blood work and heart checks, to vision, stress

very special from the moment you arrive. There’s an army of

management, diet, and dermatology. It is all in one place and
the coordination of care is something that must be seen to be
appreciated. Plus, you have several hours available to meet
with your personal doctor to cover whatever else you need.

…taking a holistic approach to relationships
with people can prove to be invaluable.

guest services folks and many volunteers who seek you out
to ask how you’re doing and see how they can help. Others,
sometimes patients, play old church hymns on the piano in
the atrium while people from all walks of life gather around.

To transition, this can directly parallel to the wealth
management world and the sheer complexities we often deal
with as well. While the technical parts can be some of the

While the Mayo’s reputation for world-class healthcare

There is an energy that is something different than anywhere

most sophisticated in the world, considering the emotional,

speaks for itself, that is not the reason I wanted to write this

else I’ve been. And this is all before you even get to the

intellectual, and spiritual needs of people in addition to the

article. My purpose in writing this is much less complex than

medical staff! So much of the experience has nothing to do

financial can make all the difference. This is what we have

healthcare and medicine. It’s simply to share with you how I

with the actual medical care you receive, but it is integrated

strived to do at our company since the day we opened our

was treated while at Mayo and how it made me feel.

into all they do.

doors and we’re truly thankful for the results.
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Writ ten by Mat t B enson, CFP®

pproximately 10% of the accounts we manage

behalf of the young adult, if they were unable. Without that

are tied to an educational goal. Most are section

document, petitioning the court for the right to do so can be

529 plans, while others are investment accounts

time-consuming and costly. Other states may have similar

earmarked for some form of post-secondary education.

forms, often referred to as health care power of attorney

It shows our clients’ prioritization of education and, from

forms, and it would be wise to seek out those state-specific

our perspective, it is rewarding to be a part of the next

forms if your child is attending school out of state.

generation’s path to adulthood. Writing this during graduation
season, it got me thinking of all the moving parts for the

The financial affairs of your young adult are now private

family of a high school graduate. The time and dedication the

as well. Occasionally we run across situations where

graduate puts in, the parents and grandparents saving over

bank accounts have been set up jointly. There are a host

the years, and the juggling a family undertakes to ensure a

of risks associated with that, best suited for a separate

strong foundation from which to build all come in to play.

article. A better approach may be to complete a Minnesota

As we celebrate the next chapter of the graduate’s path to
adulthood, I wanted to shed light on some lesser discussed
matters as they take the next steps on their journey.

Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney. This form, specific
to Minnesota, gives the legal representative the ability
to conduct financial affairs on behalf of their child. This is

When your graduate goes off to college, there is a good

beneficial planning if there is something that needs to be

possibility that he/she stays on your health insurance plan. It

managed while the student is out of state or takes a year

may come as a surprise to some, but at age 18, the parent no

abroad, etc. Again, this proactive planning would save the

longer has authority over the medical information of the child.

cost and time associated with going through the courts to

Health records of an adult patient, in this case your graduate,

obtain that power.

are now protected by HIPAA. Asking your son/daughter to
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sign a HIPAA waiver would allow for information to be shared,

Involving your young adult in these conversations is a great

should that situation arise. Once signed, the parents should

way to get them to understand the importance of their

keep the authorization in a safe place to be shown to a doctor

choices early on. Understanding the limits you may have

or hospital if there was a need to do so. While a HIPAA waiver

to help in a healthcare situation or talking to them about

allows access to information, a Health Care Directive would

how they manage finances as they transition to living more

designate a legal representative to make medical decisions on

independently are very worthwhile discussions.
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Writ ten by Lee Stoer zinger, CFP®

e are delighted to welcome Angie Fitzgerald to our team as our new
Client Services and Office Coordinator. Angie comes to us with a wealth
of experience in both the financial services and insurance industries.
She is extremely talented, friendly, and in her short time with us has already made a
positive impact.

‘‘
In the last issue, we asked where you read our newsletter. Here
are some of the submissions!

“I read The Envisionary…

So, what happens? What does the rest of that day look like?

There are so many things we encounter in our lives that touch our hearts and provide the opportunity to
give. Maybe it’s a homeless veteran outside in the cold, an organization that fights for something we believe
in, or meeting someone with physical challenges you couldn’t imagine for even one day. Whatever your story,
these life events are what shape us into who we are and provide meaning to all we live for. They often cause a
re-set and get us back to what’s important.
ven though she isn’t sitting at our front desk any more, Nicole is still here, working as our
Here’sBusiness
your call
to action.
First,and
please
send us
your story.
What
wouldincause
youof
toways.
empty your
Services
Manager
providing
exceptional
client
service
a variety
pockets
ontime
the spot,
andin,
change
entire direction
your life?
Has
it office
already
Next
you stop
don’t the
be surprised
if Nicoleofcomes
out of
her
to happened
greet you. to you?
Secondly,
out and
thatthis
story
inyear
vividasdetail.
Triple
DogofDare
She’s
missedgo
seeing
ourlive
clients
past
muchIas
the rest
us. You.

Nicole’s New Role

TRIVIUM

Definition: Studies intended to provide
general knowledge and intellectual skills.

What was the first national monument in the
United States?
Email your answer to advice@leestoerzinger.com or call us at 651-578-1600. All who
contact us with the correct answer will be placed in a drawing for a $25 gift certificate.

Congratulations to Janus C., who was chosen as our Trivium winner from last quarter. Janus correctly answered ‘It is three
different days’ to the question: ‘For one hour every day, this happens in the world. What is it?’ Shawn K., Jim K., Melinda M.,
Brenda O. and Jerry S. also answered the question correctly.
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Search for
those good
things only
you possess.
Practice and
build them
and let time
do the rest.

’’

Angie is now the first point of contact for many of our clients. She is the friendly
voice when you call and the smiling face when you walk through the door. She’s
eager to get to know all our valued clients, so be sure to greet her the next time you
call or visit.
When she’s not working, Angie loves spending time with her son (age 15) and
et’s say you leave your house this morning
a nice
pocket
ofwith
money.
Maybe
hundreds,
daughterand
(agehave
13). She
also
keepsfull
busy
several
DIY it’s
projects
around the house
or even thousands, but more than you would
usually
carry.
You
get
some
work
done,
stop
for
lunch,
meet
and by learning new skills and hobbies.
some friends, and do a few errands. However, this afternoon will be unlike anything that has ever happened
to you. It will change how you think aboutWelcome
the world.
encounter
to Your
the team,
Angie!will stop you in your tracks and cause
you to literally take out that wallet full of money and donate all of it, right on the spot.

Clear away all the
things that distract
you, and let the
things that are
meaningful to you
slowly move into
your life. You have a
spiritual, emotional,
physical, and a
financial meaning
in this world, so
don’t for one minute
minimize the
importance of
your presence.

(excerpttaken
taken from
from
(excerpt
Lee’sbook,
book,On
OnThe
The
Lee’s
BackBurner)
Burner)
Back

Construction
Update

...in the sun on our back porch.”
Chuck and Terri, retirees living
the good life in Mesa, AZ

…on one of my newly designed sofas!”
Kim, owner of Kim Salmela Atelier in
Los Angeles, CA

Check
Check out
out Lee’s
Lee’s book…
book…

On
OnThe
The Back
Back Burner
It’s a timely read uncovering the things
we say are most important, but have put
on the back burner of our lives.

o accommodate our growth, we have acquired the space in
the second story of our building and are freshening up the look
throughout our entire space. As a result, our office will not be
accessible for approximately four weeks in late July and into August.
Our staff will be working remotely during this time, so please continue to
call and email. We will also be available for Zoom and off-site meetings as
necessary. We look forward to welcoming everyone back to our new space
at the end of the summer.

….at the Super Bowl game!”
Tim, neighbor to the
Stoerzingers

...on Miramar Beach, Florida.”
Patti and Gail, best friends on a
girls weekend

Congrats to Kim — her name was drawn as the winner of the
$50 gift card. Thanks to all who sent in their photos.
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The Ring
Writ ten by L ee Sto er zinger, CFP®

t’s my Junior year at Tartan High School
(Go Titans!). I have fond memories
from back then, and one of the things
I very much enjoyed was getting my class
ring. It had my birthstone and I really liked
it. Those days, it was a pretty big deal to
have a class ring, especially so you could
give it to girls when you were dating.
So, it’s a snowy winter afternoon and I’m at
my friend’s house, just a few doors down,
hanging out after school. When it was time
for dinner, I ran home and prepared for
time with my family. As I sat down to eat,
I realized my ring was missing from my
finger. I panicked and wondered where it
could be. I ate as fast as I could and asked
to be excused so I could start looking for
it. After checking in my house, I started
to scour the street and snowbanks with
a flashlight, finally ending up back at my
friend’s house. Of course, it had to be
snowing. It was gone. Forever.
For days, I was saddened by the loss of my
class ring. I had done everything I could to
retrace my steps, but nothing. I spent much
time thinking about it, and I think even
praying about it, wondering how I could
possibly find it. And then it hit me. I’m not
sure how to explain it but something told
me that I would find it again. I could just
feel it. All I could do is believe and wait for
it to return.
A few weeks later, I’m in class at school.
Someone from the principal’s office
interrupts us and asks if I can come into the
hallway. This was the first time I had ever
been removed from class for any reason,
so I was quite nervous and confused. They
walked me all the way to the principal’s
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office in silence. I remember thinking, what
the heck? What did I do? As I entered the
office, I was taken into a small room. The
office person said that someone in St. Paul
on White Bear Avenue had found a ring
from Tartan Class of 1988 with “Lee” on the
side. They wondered if I had lost my ring. I
said yes. They handed me a piece of paper
with a name and phone number on it so I
could reach out to them.
After contacting the family who had my
ring, we agreed the best plan was for me
to go over to their house the following
afternoon to pick it up. I gathered up some
money for a reward and headed over.
When I got to the house and knocked, a
girl with a familiar face opened the door.
It was my old friend, Tonya, from back in
grade school. I couldn’t believe it. What I
also couldn’t believe was that she said she
found my ring in her driveway – almost five
miles away from where I lost it. Yep. So, we
caught up for a few minutes (I remember
it being kind of awkward), I gave her the
reward money and I was on my way.
Looking back on this story, I spent much
time trying to figure out how my class
ring got from my finger to St. Paul. My
best guess is that it fell off, somehow got
picked up by a snow plow and was dropped
exactly at my friend’s house. But whatever
the way, I find a different message in the
story these days. I realize now that it was
just the first of many times I have used the
power of belief to guide my journey. And as
the trail of my life is now paved with many
stories just like this, I am deeply thankful to
be aware of my gifts, and the gratefulness
in using them. It has taken a long time.
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2021 Charitable Partner

Save the Date

Global Seed Planters

     e are excited to announce Global Seed Planters as our charitable partner for 2021.
Based in Sandstone, Minnesota, Global Seed Planters is a ministry dedicated to the wholistic
transformation of thousands of lives in some of the most remote, neglected communities on
the earth.
We have partnered with Diane Brask, Founder and Executive Director of Global Seed Planters, to bring Community
Transformation to villages in Northern Uganda. The vision for this project is to develop an Agricultural Demonstration Farm in the
Northern Uganda village of Lalar. The farm will provide food security for the people of Lalar and serve as a training center where
leaders from other communities will learn how to transform their villages by creating similar never-ending gardens.
Stay tuned for more information about our partnership
with Global Seed Planters and how you can help too!

globalseedplanters.org

Client
Appreciation
Party!
Thursday, November 11, 2021
4:00 – 8:00 p.m.

Kellerman’s Event Center • White Bear Lake

In support of our 2021 charitable partner:
Global Seed Planters

We Plant Seeds of
Faith. Hope. Love.
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Please mark your
calendars now!

Invitation
to follow!
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